CHAPTER 4

WORK SMPLBHG

Usually work sampling study would be undertaken only upon the
request from line or staff official. In many organizations, industrial
engineering or methods and standards department would be asked to
conduct it. However, unless the study requires the rating of operational
performance and the establishment of time standards, it would not be
necessary to use trained analysts or .industrial engineers to do it. In
fact, supervisors themselves often make-work sampling studies'. The
objective of the proposed study is to work out following the initial
request. A full statement of purpose should be prepared, so that the
study can be properly designed. The analyst should try to visualize that
the final report contains the study. This will help in determining the
degree of accuracy required and the length of period over which the
study should be made.

The purpose of study will indicate how the acthitlea and delays
shoutd be broken down. When overall information is needed, a few
elements may be satisfactory. In other situations, a finer break down
may be called for, and consequently each element will represent a
smaller percentage of the whole. This calls for more observations and
leads to increased cost. If a work sampling study is undertaken to aid
in reducing non-workingtime and increasing output per man-hour, the

elements should be such that they will reveal delays within the control
of the operator like late starting and earty quitting. The elements should
also reveal delays within the control of management such as shortage

of materials or machine break down for repair or adjustment. If a work
sampling study is being made to establ~shtime standards, the unit of
measure is considered first as In the case of time study. The units,
produced must permit to count easily and positively. Irrespective of the
purpose of study, nature of break down and each element to be
measured must be carefully defined so that there can be no mistake in
ident@ng it, A carefully prepared written definition is desirable. Work
sampling was first used by ~ i p p ein
t ~the British textile industry. It was
introduced under the name of "ration delay" during 1940. Work
sampling is a fact-finding tool. In many cases, needed information
about men or machines can be obtained in less time and at lower cost
under this method than other means.
Significuce

Working sampling has three uses.

1.1

M y : This is used to measure the activltjes and delays of

men or machines - for example, to determine the percentage of day
that a man is working or not w6rking3
1.2

Patformmce mmpling: This is employed to measure the working
timelnon-working time of a person on a manual task and to establish a
performance index or performance level for the person during his
working time4,

Work mea6urement: Under certain circumstances, to measure
manual tasks, that is, to establish standard time for an operation, this
is used. Work sampling is based upon the laws of probability. A sample
taken at random from a large group tends to have the same pattern of
distribution as the large group or universe. If the sample is large
enough, characteristics of the sample will differ but l i i from the
characteristics of the group. Sample is the term used for this small
number and population or universe is the term used for the

large

group. Obtaining and analyzing only a part of the universe is known
as sampling. For example, determination of percentage of working day
that the operator or machine is working or idle is based on the theory
that the percentage number of obsewations recording the man or
machine as idle is a reliable measure of percentage time that the
operation is in the delay state. The accuracy of result is a function of
number of observations taken.
The work sampling procedure in its simplest form, consists of
making obsewations at random intervals of one or more operators or
machines and noting whether they are working or idle. If the operator is

working, he is given a tally mark under "workhg":

H he Is Mle, he is

given a tally mark under "idle'. The percerttage of day that the worker is
idle is the ratio of number idle tally marks to the total number of idle

Tabb4.l: Dotails of Working and Idk Tally Marlo
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and working tally marks. It can be observed from Table 4.1 that out of
sixty, nine are idle observations. The percentage of idle time is 15

and the working time 85. If we cover &hours in a day, the total time is
480 minutes, idle time 72 minutes and the rest 408 minutes working

time.
In random sampling, there is no bias in the process. Each
part comprising the universe must have as much change or being
drawn as any other. It is important that the concept of randomness be
understood and carefully followed in work sampling studies. There is

some evidence that the intervals may be regular if the activity or
process being observed in randoms.

1.4

CanMmco level: At the outset, it is necessary to dedde what
level of confidence is deslred in the final work sampiing results.
The most common confidende interval is 95%. The area under the
normal distribution cuwe at 2 a or two standard deviations is 95.45%,
which, ifrounded off, gives 95%. This means that the probability is that
in 95% of time, random observations will present the fads and 5% of
time they will not. la would give a confidence interval of 68%. This
means that the data obtained by random sampling has 68% chance of
respresenting facts and 32% of time.
The formula for determining the sample size for confidence
level of 68% or 1 a is

Where

S = Desired relative accuracy
P = Percentage expressed as a decimal

N =No.of random observations
1.5

Accuracy of work sampling measurement
When we determine the degree of accuracy desired, we are in
effect determining the number of observations required. Number of
observations affect time and cost of making the study. The purpose of
work-sampling study suggests the degree of accuracy of results
desired but there may be considehle latitude in specifying accuracy.
In designinigthe work-sampling study, the analyst will size up the
entire situation. He wants satisfactory results from the view point of

accuracy and at the same time will not reguin an wrermably large
number of observations. In a work-aampdlng study, analyst can
determine in advance the number of absewatios needed for a given
degree of accuracy. One of the things that the analyst considers is
(con&sly

or u m d u s l y ) the inherent variability of men,

maehhes or processes being measured. A department that is
operatating week in and week out with a steady volume of ouput,
with raw material of uniform quality, low labour turnover and good
supervis~on. presents an idle subject for work sampling or for
measurement of that matter through time study.
Usually an accuracy of i soh

IS

considered satisfactory.

Thii is metimes referred to as standard error. Assuming that the
bionmiai distribution is used as the basis for determining the error,

then the formula for determ~nhgthe number of observations required is

Where

S = desired relative accuracy

P = % of occurrence of an activtty
N= total number of random observations.

Even if the desired accuracy is known, there are still two
unknowns in the equation ; P, the percentage occurrence and N, the
total number of observations. In order to find N.P is generally
assumed or estimated by a preliminary study.
After the preliminary

study is completed,a calculation is

made to determine whether the resuluts are within the desired

aocuracy. Thk can be done by calculating 'S' in the formula inshad of

'N' a@ warr calculated previously.

If the value of 'S' is below f 5% required accuracy, the number
of observations is suffiucient. Here we have 95% corrfldence that men
or machines were idle p% of time. The accuracy or standard error (S)
means that the results are correct within S% of P%, or true value

-

was between (Solo $9'0) and (S% +$%), where cp % = (S%) x (Polo).
The 95% confidence level means that the probability is that in 95 cases
out of 100, the above results represent facts.

Profit contribution
Contribution is one of the vital important elements in the
system of marginal costing. The rationale of contribution lies in the fact
that where a business manufactures more than one product, the profit
realised on individual products can not possibly be calculated due to
the problem of apportionment of fixed cost to diierent products,
which is done

away

under marginal costing. Therefore, some

method is required for the treatment of fixed costs and marginal
costing's answer to this challenge is contribution. Contribution is the
difference between sales and variable cost or marginal cost of slaes. It
may also be defined as the excess of selling price over variable cast
per unit. Contribution is also known as 'contribution margin' or 'gross
margin'. It is visualised as some sort of 'fund' or 'Pool' out of which, all
fixed costs irrespective of their nature, are to be met and to Mich each

produd ha9 to contribute its sham. Contribution being exc.888 of

sales over variable wl ie the amount that is contributed towards
fixed e x p m m and profit.

difkrenco between contribution

and fixed costs is etther profit or logs as the case may be.
The concept of contribution is a valuable aid to menagement In

managerial decision making. It is useful in the fixation of selling price,
determination ot break even point, selection of a suitable product mrx
for profit maximition, selection of method of productton which gives
histcontributian per limiting factor is adopted from among
alternative methods of production, taking a decision as regards to
purchase or manufacture a product or component, taking a decision

as regards addig a new product in the market and ascertainment of
profitability of products, departments etc.
evident that

From the concept, it is

the essence of marginal costing technique lies in

considering fixed costs on the whole as separate, quite dtst~nct
frwn vairable costs, which only are relevant to current operations

and form part of product cosl. Variable costs only are matched
wittr revenues under different conditions of production and sales

to

compute what is known as 'contribution' towards recovery of fixed
costs and yielding profits.

The marginal cost includes prime cost (direct material
direct labour

+ direct expenses) and variable overheads.

+

Difference

between selling price and total cosl is prOm or loss and the diffemce

between selling price and marginal cost is contribution, Hence, we can
compute, contribution and profit if sales

figures

are

known.

The

relathship betwetan contribution and sales is of vital importnace for
studylng the profitability of obrations of a buiness. It revelas the effed
on profit of changes in Ule voiyme and type of output. The relationship
of

contribution to sales will remain constant under different levels of

only

if,variable cost per unit remains constant; total fixed cost

remains the same; and selling price per unit does not change.
The amount of any giyen volume of output by which aggregate
costs are changed if the volume of output is increased by one unit.ln
practice, this is measured by total variable costs attributable to one
unit. In this context, a unit may be a single article, a batch of articles,
an order, a stage of production capactiy, a process or department. It
relates to changes in output in particular circumstances under
consideration. Variable costs are those costs which fluctuate, in total, in
direct proportion to the volume of output. Such costs increase in
aggregate as the output increases and decreases in the same
proportion when output falls. The costs of direct material, direct labour,
supplies and direct-expenses like 'sales commission are perfect
examples of varaible cost

3.

Urrccrt programming technique

Many business and economic situations are concerned with a
problem of planning activity. In each case, there are limited resources
at disposal and the problem is to make such a use of these resources
so as to yield the maximum production or minimise the cost of
production or give the maximum profit etc. Such things are referred to
as problems of constrained problems. Linear Programming (LP) is a

mathematical programming technique to opthnb pcbrfomurrros, for
example: Profit or cost umkr a sQt of relKKirCb mstraints such as:

machine hours, men hours, money, materials etc,,a8 specHled by an
organbation. LP can be succesdulty applied in the area of milltaty,
industry, agriculture, transportation, txwmmb, health systems and

even behavioural and social sciences.
It was in 1947 that George Dantzig and his associates

found oul a technique for solving milltary planning problems while
they were working on a p r o m for U.S. airforce. This technique

cawkted of representing varktus activities of an organisation as a L.P
model and arriving at the optimal programme by minimising a

linear

objective function. Aftcmrrds, Dantzig suggested this approach for
solving business and industrial problems. He also developed the most
powerful mathematical tool known as simplex method to solve LP

problems. Much progress has been made in the theoretical
development and in the practical applications of L.P. The works of
Charnes and Cooper were responsible for the industrial applications
of L.P. L.P is a quantitative technique, whiich is helpful to management
in decision-making to determine the optimum use of various resources

such as caphat, raw materials, manpower, floor space, machine hours
and other plant facilities to attain a particular objective, when there are
alternate business activities aimed at. In recent years, L.P.was
successfully employed in dMerent areas of research including
industry.

The model of m y L.P problem will contain, objedve function,
set of constraints and rion-negativity restrictions. Each of the
components may consist of ~ n eor more of the following: decision
verierbk; objective function coefficients; technological coefficients; and
availability of resources. The unknbwn vairables called decision
variables used in the problem are non-negative i.0. positive or zero or
positve definite. The rule of. choosing the 'best' values of decision
variables can be described by a linear function of decision variables,
that is, mathematical function involving only the first powers of
variables with no cross products. This function is referred to as the
objective function. The rules used for operating the process i.e.scarctiy
of resources are expressed as a set of linear equations or linear
inequalities. The set is called the constraint set.
L.P can be used for optimisation problems if the following
candidions are satisfied: (i) there must be a well defined objective
fucntion (Profi, cost or quantities Produced) which is to be either
maximised or minimised and which 'can be expressed as a linear
function of decision-variables; (ii) there must be constraints on the
amount or extent of attainment of the objective and these
constraints must be capable of being expressed as linear equalis or
inequalities in terms of variables; (iii) there must be alternative courses
of action; (iv) decision variables should be interrelated and nonnegative. The non-negativity condition shows that L.P deals with real
life situations for which negative quantities are generally illogical; and

(v) reswm vlr., men, machkww, money lrnd m a W k etc., mugt be
lknited to supply
The general t.P proMem ia t~ find a vector

(Xt ,

&., &. ...,X n)

which maximibes or m i n i i b s the linear form (i.e. o b j j i v e function).

Z : CtX1 + C2 &

+ .........+C, Xj + .....Cn &

subject to constraints.
at, Xt + at2>G +.........+ a11& + ........+ aln X ,,( ') bt
a21 XI + a= X2 +.......+a 3.$ +..........+&nxn(')b2

.....................................................................................

a,,,, XI + a,,~XZ+.......+%. X, +....,...+ a, X.
and

( *) b,

& 2 0 for J = 1,2,3..........n

Where C, is a known 'profi' or 'cost' coefficient of XI : X, is an
unknown variable (deciion variable, a4 is a known constant, b, is a
known constant and (*) means the symbol 2,

= or

I;

for each

mstraint.
The L.P suffers from the following limitations; (i) for large

problems with many limitations and constraints, the computational
a n enormous, even when assistance of large digital
computers is available. It may be sometimes possible to get over this
difficulty by spliiing the main problem into smaller ones, deriving
solutions for them and then combining the results; (ii) according to L.P
problem, there can be any value whereas sometimes it happens that

some of the variables can have only integral value; (iii) the model does
not tolke into account the effbct of time. The operations research team
must define the objecttve furhion and constraints, which can change
over night due to internal as well as external factors; and (iv) many
times, it is not possible to express bdh the objective function and of
constraints in linear form. For example, in production planning, we
often have non-linear constraints in production capacities like set-up
and take-down times, which are often independent of quantities
produced. The misapplication of

L.P under non-linear conditions

usually results in an incorrect solution.

31

Methodr of bolving L.P problem
Programming problems are concerned with the efficient use or
allocation of limited resources to meet desired objectives. These
problems are characterised by a large number of solutions that satisfy
the basic conditions of each problem. The selection of a particular
solution as the best solution to a problem depends on some

aim

or

over-all objective, i.e., implied in the statement of the problem. A
solution that satisfies both the conditions of the problem and the given
objective is termed as optimum solution. The various methods
available to solve this type of problem are graphical; systematic trial
and error; vector; and simplex.

L.P problems which involve only two variables can be solved
graphicalty. The procedure is as follows: (i) formulate the
mathematical L.P problem. There will be 2 variables x and y; (ii)
since both x and y are non negative, graphic solution will be restricted

to the first quadrant (iii)choose an appropriate wk for x and y axis;

(iv) each inequality in constraint equation can be written as equality; (v)
Give any arbitrary value lo one vanabie and get the value of other
variable by solving the equation. Similarty give another arbitrary value
to the variable and find out the corresponding value of other variable;
(vi) now plot these two sets of values. Connect these points by a

straight l i e . That divides the first quadrant into two parts. Since the
constraint is an inequality, one of the two sides satisfies inequality; (vii)
repeat these steps for every constraint stated in the L.P problem; (v~ii)

There forms a common area called feasible area; (ix) for greater
than or equal lo constraints, feasible region will be the area which
l i e s above the constraints; and

(x) for less than or equal, the

area is below these lines.
Any L.P problem in which either the number of competing

candidates is limited to two or, if three or more than three competing
candidates, the number of resources is limiied to two, can always be

sohred by trial and error. Some systematic trial and error method is
needed to solve the problems of management involving

a

large

number of candidates and resources. In this method, an objective
function is used to test the optimality of a given solution. The objective
function is modified to yield information as to: (i)whether or not the

given programme can be improved; and (ii) how to design a new
programme? we can design an initial programme such that the given
constraints ere not violated. We can test the initial programme for
optimslity by examining the assockted objective function. If the test

Wcatet, that a better programme can be designed, then the W i U
programme is reviwd. Wb can test the revised programme for
optlmality and if further im~rovementin the objective function is
possible, then we can design another programme. We can repeat this
process until we obtain an optimal sollition. A set of linear equations

-

can be represented as vectors and vice versa. Any L.P problem can

be stated in terms of linear equations and hence it can be represented
in vector notation. This vector equation can be solved by employing
certain vector opeations.
3.2

Simplex mahod
The simplex method is the most general and powerful
method of all the methods of solving L.P problems. By simplex
procedure, feasible solution can be determined by a finite

number of

steps. These setps are Iterations which consist in finding a new
feasible solution whose corresponding value of the objective function is
less than the value of the objective function for the preceding solution.
This process is continued until a minimum solution has been reached.
Mathematically, a L.P problem can be formulated as follows :
Given real numbers CI,C2............Cn
b,, bI

.........bnand

a,, ( is l , 2.......m; j =1,2......n)
We wish to maximize the function '2' of n real variables
defined by
Z

( XI,

X2

......~ n =) CIXI

+ C2 X2

Subject to the constraints

+..........+Cn Xn

The first step in simplex method for soMng the general problem
is to convert the system of 'm' linear inequalities (i) into a system of

linear equations. This can be done by introducing 'slack variables'
hr,
~ 2

...........
,
&+m

one for each of the inequalities so that the set

of inequalities become

+ at2x2 +..............+aln x,, + x,,

=

bl

a z 1 x 1 + ~ x 2..............
+
+al,x,,+x,.~ =

bz

aft XI

Naw we will restate the L.P problem as follows

TOfind among all sets of points ( xl,

XZ,

....... Xwm)

satisfying
-

liinear equations with each 3 non-negative, that point ( '1

the

.X

.....X,,.,,,

which rnaximises the linear funciton.

z = c,x1 + &x2 +.. .......... +Cn&
The slack variables are merely a device used in amving at the
optimal solution, and may or may not have any physical meaning in
individual problems. There are three phases in the solution of a

L.P

problem. The Rrst phase is to formulate the problem and the objective
function. The second phase invovles the design of an Initial programme
which includes only slack 'variables. The third phase sesists of
applying a test of optimality to determine whether a given programme
can be improved. The third phase corisists of two parts such

as

testing the optimalily of current programme and revising the current
programme, if necessary, according to definite rules of transformation
for the key row and non-key rows of simplex Table containing the
current programme. A schematic diagram of Iterative procedure is
given in figure 4.1.
All the constraints and objective functions are depicted in a
matrix form. Different notations are developed in fomulating the
initial Simplex Table and subsequent table. It is a matter of
convenience only. The procedure is shown schematically in figure 4.2.
3.2.1 Procedure

The procedure of

simplex method in the case of

maximization is as follows:
Step-l: Formulation of the problem:

(a) translating the technical specifications of the problem into
inequalities, and making a precise statement of objective function; (b)
converting inequalities into equalities by addition of non-negative slack
variables; and (c) modifying the objective function to include slack
variables.

Shp I:Dudgdng m iniElal ptogmmr:
The first programme is designed to include only slack variables in the

solution. This programme is to be placed in the Simplex Table. In the

objectwe row, above each column variable, correqmding coefficient
d that variable fm step I(c) is to be placed.
Step IN: Terting and d 8 i n g th.programme: (a) calculating the net

evaluation row: To get a number in the net evaluation row under a
column, entries in that column should be muttiplied by the
corresponding numbers in the objective column and add the products.
Then the number listed in the objective row at the top of the column is

to be subtracted from the above sum. The result is entered in the netevaluation row under the column; (b)Test The entries in the netevaluation row for the given Simplex Table are examined. If all the
entries are zero or positive, the optimal solution has been obtained.
Otherwise,

presence of any negative entry in the net evaluation row

indicates that a better programme can be obtained.
Revising #rs progmmm:(i) To find the key column: The column

under which falls the largest negative net-evaluation row entry is the
key column. (ii)To find the key row and the key number: By dividing
the entries in the 'qumtrty' column by the corresponding non-negative
entries of the key column, replacement ratios are formed and these
ratios are to be compared. The row in which the smallest replacement
ratio talk is the key row. The number which lies at the intersection of
the key row and key column is the key number. (iii) To transform the
key row: All the numbers in the key row starting with and to the right of

the quantit)lcolumn are divided by the key numbr. The resulting
numbere form the corresponding row of the next Table. {hr) To
transform the non-key rows: Buy subtracting from the old row number
of a w e n non.key row (in each column), the product of the
corresponding key row number and the corresponding fixed ratio is
formed by dividing the old row number in the key column by the key
number. The result will give the correspondingnew number.
The above rule can be placed in the following equation:

-

New row number = Old number correspondingnumber in key
row x fixed ratio
Where
Fixed ratio = Pld row number in kev column
Key number
This transformation is to be made for all the non-key rows.
(v)The results of (iii) and (iv) entered in a Table represent the
revised programme.

Step IV : To obtain the optimal .programme, steps (iii) and (iv)
must be repeated until an optimal programme has been derived.
3.2.2 Dual of L P Problem : With every L.P maximization problem, it has

proved useful to associate a closely related minimization problem
and vice versa. Such pairs of problems are called dual 1.P problems.
The duality theorm states that "for every maximization (or minimization)

problem in L.P, there is a unique similar problem of minimixation (or
maximization) involving same data which descllbss the orginal
problemn. m e original pml;lern is r e f e m to as the primar'. The
optimum solution of &her problem indites information concerning

the optimum solution of H78 other, In fact, ifthe initial Simplex Table tor
the primal problem mtalns on m x m, math, then solution of either
pFoMem by ths, simplex procedure yields an explicit solution to the
other. Althmigh every general L.P problem has a dual problem, the
interpretation and inter-relartionship of solutions of the primal and the
dual are not very stralght forward unlsss the problem is in the standard
tom. Further, if we convert a general L.P problem into its dual, the

y become negative or unrestricted in sign. Therefore, it is
variables m
useful to convert any L.P problem into a standard form before studying
the duality and other related issues. In a standard L.P problem, we
have: obpctii function which is a maximizing function; all the

constraints are of the S type:and all the variables am non-negative.
Consider the following standard L.P problem. This will be caHed
the primal problem.

Maximize Z r Ct XI +C2X2+. ..... + CnXn
SubJectto =
all Xl
Q,

+ a12 X2 .............+al,,X,, s bt

XI + & X z

...........+ al&

5 b2

..................................................................

ldmr Xi + Bml X2+ ......................+&

and

X,~O,&XI

5 bm

.......,

Where : C = row matrix containing coefficients in the objective function.
X

.
:Column matrix containing the

decision variables

a P math containing co-efficient~of constraints

b= column matrix containig the RHS values of constraints.

Ths wrresponding dual problem is
Minimize Fa brYt + b2YY2
+ ,,..: ..... + b, Ym

Subject to

all Yq + a21Y2 ...,,........+a,,,
Y, 2 C1
at* Y1 +

Y2 .............&nYm

2

Cz

............................................................................
afn

Yi +am y2 ..........,..
+hn
Ym 2 Cn

and Y1 r 0 , Y 2 > 0 ......., ym2 0
where : b = Transpose of b matrix of the primal problem
a = Transpose of coefficients matrix of constraints of
primal problem
c = Column matrix of objective function coefficients of
primal problem.
Y = matrix of dual variables.
Observing the general L.P problems, we find the fdlowing
characteristics of primal and dual problems which give their
remarkable symmetry: If

the

primal problem is a maximization,

the dual problem is a minimization and vice

-

versa; the profit

constraints C, in the primal problem replace the capacity constraints
and vice versa;

If the primal problem involves

I,

signs, the dual

problem involves 2 signs and vice versa; a new set of variables
appears in the dual problem; neglecting the number of non-negativity
conditions if there are n variables and m inequalities in the primal
problem, then in the dual pmblem, there will be 'm' variables and 'n'
inequalities; and finally, the dual of the dual problem is the original

programmingprablem itself. # is instructive to note that the simplex
method automatically identifies the dual basic solution. The optimal
value of objective function remains the same as h the primal problem.
G i i an optimal solution of the primal problem, the imdual variable
t the i* slack variable in the optimal objective
acquires the ~ 0 8 f f f M nof

fwrclion equation as its optimal value. In view of ail this, it is possible

to identify the dual solution from the primal solution.

Sensitivity analpis

Once some t.P problem of practical interest has been
sotved, it is often desired to study the effect of changes (discrete as
well as continuous) In different parameters of the problem on the

current optimum solution. Wdh practical problems, R often happens that
we are not only interested in the solution to the given problem but also

desire to know how the solution will change rf some of the parameters
such as prices or elements of requirement vector are changed. The
situation is rather unpleasant but if occurs nonetheless quite frequently.
After solving the problem, we may d~scoverthat one or more of pnces

were incorrect. One and more of bi were wrong and perhaps a
decimal point was misplaced in some of at,. it may even turn out that
some variables d interest or some constraint was omitted from the
problem. The aforesaid two situations may arise, in general, when
s l i t changes are made in the parameters or structure of a given L.P
problem after &timum solution has been attained. An analysis of such
post optimal problem can thus be termed as post-optimality analysis or
sensitivity

analysis

or

parametric

programming.

Thus,

the

investigations that deal with changes in the optimal solution due to

changes in the co-efficient6of A matrix (q),
the objective function cost
coefficients (Ci) and the constraints of the right hand

side

of

the

equations (bt) which can occur in a known fashion, i.e., where some of
the c~fficientsare assumed to be lihear functions of a parameter is
called 'parametric linear programming".
Sensitivity analysis is carried out after the current optimum
solution of the L.P. model is obtained. The goal is to determine
whether changes in the model's coefficeints will have the current
solution unchanged, and if not, how a new optimum can be obtained
efficiently. The objective of sensitivity analysis is to reduce additional
computational effort considerably which arises in solving the problem
as a new method. The changes in the L.P problem which are usually
studied by sensitivity analysis include.
1.

Coefficients (cj) of the objective function.
(a) Coefficients of non-basic variables ( C, c CB)
(b) Coefficients of basic variables ( Cj E CB)

2.

Changes in the right-hand side constraints (bi)

3.

Change in mi ( the components of matrix A).
(a) Coefficientsof non-basic variables ( q t ce)

(b) Coefficeints of basic variables (a, E g)
4.

Addition of new variables to the problem

5.

Addition of new constraint (S)
In general, these five changes may result in one of the following

three cases :

Case (i) The optimal solution remains u m 6 ) e d ; that is, the
basic variables and their values remain m t i a l l y unchanged

.

Case (ii)The basic variebleg remain ttw same but their values are

changed.
Cage (iii)The basic solution changes completely.
The, dsWi of these cases by sensitivity analysis is

mainly

based on primal-dual properties. A study of these properties shows
that: changes in the tightness of constraints in the primal (dual) can

only affect the feasibility of primal (dual) or equivalently optimality of
dual (primal); changes in the coefflc~entsof objectwe function m the
primal (dual) can only affect the optimality of primal (dual) or
equivalently the feasibility of dual {primal); changes in the technological
coefkiits of non-basic variables of pnmal (dual) can only affect

the

optimality of primal (dual), or equivalently the feasibility of dual (primal);
These remarks provide key ideas in post optimatii analysis, The
techniques for treating the different changes in the L.P problems will
now be introduced.
4.1

Change8 in tha cocltficimts (Cl) of objedlve function
(a) Variation in CI(E

Ce :

The optimalrty wnditions (Z,C,)2 0 V j assume that Cichanged to

(C,+AC,) ; since Xe is an optimal
(4-Cj)ZOQj
then A Cpust satisfy the optimality condition

4 - (C)+ AC,)2 0 * ( Zj- Cj) 2 A CC1

-

A Cj2 (4 C1)

Then the optimal value d ob/edwe funcUon as well as
optimal solution is not affected.

(b). Varlatlon in CIE Ce,

If we change Cur to (Cur + ACer), then & is affected and is given

(Z, -C,). = ( Z , -Ci)+(Y,AC,,)

.......

(1

If the solution xe remains optimal after variation, then A Clk
must satisfy the optimality condition

-

(1 ) implies ( Zj CJ)+ A Car Y, 2 0

The limitations of il Car are

Further, ttie value of objective function may change when CBr is
changed to Car+ A X Cw.The new value of objective function.;
+A Cer XB~.

J
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C~Intha~anrpomnt@1)oivlctorb.
If any oomponent of b is c
h
a
m
,the aptknaWly condition( q 3)

r 0 is not affected. But the change in b will affecl the optimal soluth xe

= B.'b 2 0. Fumr, the new

solution^^ can also be affected.

Let the change is 5 bt in bl,

X,=X,+B,,Ab, 2O;i=1.2........rn

X& 2 0

Therefore, the limits of hbt are

4.3

Vwktion in thb component % of matrix A
Assume that the component a, in the i" row and j" column of
matrix A is changed to (ac, +A a,,). Further such variations can be made
in two possible ways: Only that a, is changed to a,, + Aa,which does
not belong to basic matrix. B; only that 8y is changed to ay + Aaq which

belongs to the bask matrix B.

a)

Variation in at, when % e B
If

solution,

& &'b.

ac, & B, then the change in ay will not affect the optimal

Let

.....aTll

8"

=

[PI,&

%,

=

[ay,aa.;.. ..,.,.....%I

...*..4..

The optimality condition remains satisfied

[i,- cJ s 0

i.e, ( 4 -ci) + Aali (CBIB)]? 0
The bounds of Aaiiare given by

hay is unrestricted if CBpi = 0
b)

Variation ail when aii E B
The bounds of A at,are given by when q E B.

Where p =
4.4

-

(?,- Cs) Yw CBPI

Addltion of new variables to the proMam

Let a new variable be introduced in the L.P problem whose

-

optimal solution is known. We shall answer the question is there any
way to obtain the new optimal solution without restarting the simplex
method from the beginning? Adding a new variable is really just a
special type of simultaneous changes in the objective function
of a conespanding non-basic
coefficients (Ci) and the coefficients (4,)
variable. Consequently, add-itionof a new variable can only affect the
optimality of the problem: This means that the variable will enter into

the wlution only where 1 &prowthe value of ob)Whte function.

Othenvb, the new variable beoomm Justlike r rron-baa& vsrknbie.

4.3

AddYtlon of r

nm comtmint

If we introduce a new constraint to the problem after obtain~ng

the opttmal solution, this new constra~ntcan affect the feasibility of the

present optimal solution, only if it is active. At first to judge whether the

new constraint is satisfied by the present optimal solution or no!. If the
constraint is satisfied the newt- added constraint is redundant and the
optimal solution remains unchanged. If the constraint is not satisfied,

the new constraint must be introduced to the system of constraints.
We add a slack variable and also add the resulting equation to the final

set of equations. Let the new slack variable be !he basic variable for
the new equation and we algebraically eliminate any other basic
variable that appears n the equat~on.Although the conditions of
optimafi are satisfied, the solutm is lnfeaslble since the new
slack variable

IS

negat~ve.In fact, to start with an infeasible optimal

solution and to programme towards feasible optimal solution is the
situation where the dual simplex method should be employed.
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